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Abstract
In this paper we transfer martingale representation theorems from some given ltration F to an
initially enlarged ltration G=F_(G), where G is a random variable satisfying an equivalence
assumption. We use then one of these theorems to solve the problem of maximizing the expected
utility from both consumption and terminal wealth for an agent having the information ow G
at his disposal. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
On a probability space (
;F; P) let the discounted price dynamics of d stocks
be described by a d-dimensional stochastic process S = (St)t2[0;T ] that is adapted to
the ltration F = (Ft)t2[0;T ]. We consider two types of investors on heterogeneous
information levels trading in S. For the ordinary agent with information ow F, we
assume the nancial market S to be free of arbitrage and complete in the following
sense: there exists a probability measure QF equivalent to P on (
;FT ) such that S is a
local (QF; F)-martingale (\free of arbitrage"), and any bounded FT -measurable random
variable can be written as a sum of a constant and a stochastic integral with respect to
S (\complete"). In addition to the ordinary investor we also consider an insider, who
posseses from the beginning additional information about the outcome of some random
variable G and therefore has the enlarged ltration G=(Gt)t2[0;T ] with Gt=Ft_(G) at
his disposal. In this framework, the following question arises: Is it possible to show that
the nancial market is free of arbitrage and complete for the insider (under a suitable
assumption on G)? Mathematically, this amounts to the question of the existence of
local martingale measures for S on (
;GT ) and of martingale representation theorems
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on G. In this paper we show that the answer is \yes" if G satises a certain equivalence
assumption.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the general framework
and notation that is valid throughout this paper.
In Section 3 we build on results of Jacod (1985), Follmer and Imkeller (1993)
and Amendinger et al. (1998) in the theory of initially enlarged ltrations. For most
of our results, we shall need the assumption that the regular conditional distributions
of G given Ft ; t 2 [0; T ], are equivalent to the law of G. The so-called martingale
preserving probability measure under initial enlargement QG can then be dened on
(
;GT ). The -algebras FT and (G) become independent under QG and QG = QF
on (
;FT ). Thus, any (local) (QF; F)-martingale is a (local) (QG;G)-martingale, i.e.
the (local) martingale property is preserved by an initial enlargement of ltration and
a simultaneous change to the probability QG. As a direct consequence we get that
the equivalence assumption is a sucient condition on G to ensure that the nancial
market S remains free of arbitrage on the time interval [0; T ]. By making use of the
decoupling property of QG, we then show that the initially enlarged ltration inherits
the right-continuity property from F. Using results of Jacod (1979, 1980), we then show
that stochastic integrals dened under F remain unchanged under an initial enlargement
that satises the above equivalence assumption.
In Section 4 we transfer martingale representation theorems from F to G. Provided
the above equivalence assumption is satised and any (QF; F)-martingale can be writ-
ten as a stochastic integral with respect to S, we show a martingale representation
theorem under a simultaneous initial enlargement of ltration and a change to the mar-
tingale preserving probability. Special cases of this result have | independently from
our present work | been obtained by Grorud and Pontier (1998) and by Denis et al.
(1998). Grorud and Pontier (1998) show a martingale representation theorem for ini-
tially enlarged ltrations when F is a Brownian ltration; Denis et al. (1998) prove a
weak martingale representation theorem for G in the case of a Brownian{Poissonian
ltration F. If S is in addition continuous, we also prove a martingale representation
theorem for local (P;G)-martingales by a Girsanov-type argument and thus generalize
a result of Pikovsky (1997). In fact, this paper motivated our decoupling method.
In Section 5 we consider the insider’s problem of maximizing the conditional ex-
pectation given (G) of his utility from both consumption and terminal wealth. We
obtain the solution by combining the results of Sections 3 and 4 with the classical
approach of Karatzas et al. (1987) and Cox and Huang (1989), and by resolving a
measurability problem for the so-called Lagrange multiplier. This extends prior work
of Pikovsky (1997) and parallel work of Grorud and Pontier (1998) from Brownian
to general complete security markets.
2. Preliminaries and notation
Let (
;F; P) be a probability space equipped with a ltration F=(Ft)t2[0;T ] satisfying
the usual conditions of right-continuity and completeness. T > 0 is a xed nite time
horizon and we assume thatF0 is trivial andFs=FT for all s>T . For anF-measurable
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random variable G with values in a Polish space (X;X), we dene the initially enlarged
ltration G= (Gt)t2[0;T ] by
Gt :=FT _ (G); t 2 [0; T ]:
For most results of this paper we shall need the following assumption.
Assumption 2.1 (equiv.). The regular conditional distributions of G given Ft ; t 2
[0; T ]; are equivalent to the law of G for P-almost all ! 2 
; i.e.
P[G 2  jFt](!)  P[G 2 ] for all t 2 [0; T ] and P-a:a: ! 2 
:
The following variant of Lemme 1:8 of Jacod (1985) provides the existence of
a \nice" version of the conditional density process resulting from Assumption 2.1
(equiv.). For its formulation, we denote the optional -elds by O and refer the reader
to the Remarks to Lemma 2.2 in the Appendix for dierences to Lemme 1:8 of Jacod
(1985).
Lemma 2.2. Suppose Assumption 2:1 (equiv.) is satised. There exists then a strictly
positive O(F) ⊗ X-measurable function (!; t; x) 7! pxt (!); which is right-continuous
with left limits (RCLL for short) in t and such that
1. for all x 2 X; px is a (P; F)-martingale; and
2. for all t 2 [0; T ]; the measure pxt P[G 2 dx] on (X;X) is a version of the conditional
distributions P[G 2 dx jFt].
Notation. Let H = (Ht)t2[0;T ] 2 fF;Gg and R be a probability measure on (
;HT ).
The collection of uniformly integrable RCLL (R;H)-martingales is denoted byM(R;H).
For p in [1;1);Hp(R;H) denotes the set of RCLL (R;H)-martingales M such that
k M kHp(R;H) :=
 
E
"
sup
s2[0;T ]
jMsjp
#!1=p
<1:
H1(R;H) denotes the set of bounded RCLL (R;H)-martingales. For p 2 [1;1);
Lp(M;R;H) is the space of d-dimensional H-predictable processes # such that
k # kLp(M;R;H) :=ER
"Z T
0
#u d[M;M ]u#u
p=2#
<1:
For a d-dimensional (R;H)-semimartingale Y; Lsm(Y; R;H) denotes the set of d-dimen-
sional H-predictable processes # that are integrable with respect to Y . To emphasize
the dependence of the stochastic integral on H, we shall sometimes write H-
R
# dY ,
where # 2 Lsm(Y; R;H).
Throughout this paper we x a d-dimensional RCLL process S = (S1; : : : ; Sd), and
assume that there exists a probability measure QF  P on (
;FT ) such that each
component of S is in H2loc(Q
F; F). Let ZF be the density process of QF with respect
to P.
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3. The martingale preserving probability measure
In this section we dene the martingale preserving probability measure and show
how it can be used to transfer properties to stochastic processes and structures from F
to G.
Theorem 3.1. If Assumption 2:1 (equiv.) is satised; then
1. ZG := Z
F
pG is a (P;G)-martingale; and
2. the martingale preserving probability measure (under initial enlargement)
QG(A) :=
Z
A
ZFT
pGT
dP for A 2 GT (1)
has the following properties:
(a) the -algebras FT and (G) are independent under QG;
(b) QG = QF on (
;FT ); and QG = P on (
; (G));
i.e. for AT 2FT and B 2 X,
QG[AT \ fG 2 Bg] = QF[AT ]P[G 2 B] = QG[AT ]QG[G 2 B]: (2)
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof on p. 574 of Follmer and Imkeller (1993)
and of Proposition 2:3 of Amendinger et al. (1998). It relies on the equality
E

IfG2Bg
1
pGT
FT (!) = Z
B
1
pxT (!)
pxT (!)P[G 2 dx] = P[G 2 B]: (3)
We shall now slightly extend Theorem 2:5 of Amendinger et al. (1998) to show that
the martingale property is preserved under an initial enlargement of ltration and a
simultaneous change to QG.
Theorem 3.2. If Assumption 2:1 (equiv.) is satised; then for all p 2 [1;1]
H
p
(loc)(Q
F; F) =Hp(loc)(Q
G; F)Hp(loc)(QG;G) (4)
and in particular
M(loc)(QF; F) =M(loc)(QG; F)M(loc)(QG;G): (5)
Furthermore; any (QF; F)-Brownian motion W is a (QG;G)-Brownian motion.
Proof. Since (G) is independent of FT under QG and since QG =QF on (
;FT ), it
follows easily that a (QF; F)-martingale is a (QG;G)-martingale. Since F-stopping times
are also G-stopping times, any localizing sequence (n) for a process L with respect to
(QF; F) will then also localize L with respect to (QG; F) and (QG;G). The integrability
properties in (4) and (5) follow then from the equality QG = QF on (
;FT ). Since
the quadratic variation of continuous martingales can be computed pathwise without
involving the ltration and since QF=QG on (
;FT ), we obtain for all t 2 [0; T ] that
hW i(QG ;G)t = hW i(Q
G ;F)
t = hW i(Q
F ;F)
t = t
and therefore W is also a (QG;G)-Brownian motion.
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By making use of the decoupling property of QG we now show that G inherits the
right-continuity from F and thus extend Theorem 3 of Bremaud and Yor (1978).
Proposition 3.3. If Assumption 2:1 (equiv.) is satised; then G is right-continuous.
Proof. Dene Gs+ :=
T
>0 Gs+ for s 2 [0; T ]. Fix t 2 [0; T ) and  2 (0; T − t). Let
Yt+ be a Gt+-measurable random variable of the form Yt+ = h(G)Ht+, where h
is a bounded X-measurable function and Ht+ is a bounded Ft+-measurable random
variable. For all  2 (0; ), we get then
EQG [Yt+ jGt+] = h(G)EQG [Ht+ jGt+] = h(G)EQG [EQG [Ht+ jFt+ _ (G)] jGt+]
= h(G)EQG [EQG [Ht+ jFt+] jGt+]; (6)
since Ht+ and Ft+ are independent of G under QG. Because of the right-continuity
of F, we can always choose right-continuous versions of F-martingales. This implies
lim
&0
EQG [Ht+ jFt+] = EQG [Ht+ jFt]:
By passing in Eq. (6) to the limit as  decreases to 0 and applying the dominated
convergence theorem, we thus obtain
EQG [Yt+ jGt+] = h(G)EQG [EQG [Ht+ jFt] jGt+] = h(G)EQG [Ht+ jFt]
= h(G)EQG [Ht+ jGt] = EQG [Yt+ jGt]; (7)
since Ht+ and Ft are independent of G under QG. A monotone class argument extends
then Eq. (7) to arbitrary Gt+-measurable random variables Yt+. In particular, we have
for all Gt+-measurable random variables X that
X = EQG [X jGt+] = EQG [X jGt] QG-a:s:
Since QG  P and G0 contains all P-negligible events, X is therefore Gt-measurable.
This completes the proof.
We now show that stochastic integrals dened under F remain unchanged under an
initial enlargement that satises Assumption 2.1 (equiv.)
Proposition 3.4. Suppose Assumption 2:1 (equiv.) is satised. For a d-dimensional
(QF; F)-semimartingale Y; the following equalities then hold:
Lsm(Y; QF; F) = Lsm(Y; QG; F) (8)
= f#: # is F-predictable and # 2 Lsm(Y; QG;G)g (9)
and for # 2 Lsm(Y; QF; F) the stochastic integrals F-
R
# dY and G-
R
#dY have a
common version.
Proof. Since QF =QG on (
;FT ), we get Eq. (8). By Theorem 3.2, Y is a (QG;G)-
semimartingale, and thus
Lsm(Y; QG; F)f#: # is F-predictable and # 2 Lsm(Y; QG;G)g;
by Theoreme 7 of Jacod (1980). For the other inclusion, let # 2 Lsm(Y; QG; F), i.e. there
exist a local (QG; F)-martingale M and an F-adapted process A of nite variation such
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that Y =M +A, and such that # 2 L1loc(M;QG; F) and
R
# dA exists. By Theorem 3.2,
M is a local (QG;G)-martingale. Since FG, the process A is G-adapted. Therefore
Y =M +A is also a (QG;G)-semimartingale decomposition. Since M 2Mloc(QG; F)\
Mloc(QG;G), Corollaire 9:21 of Jacod (1979) implies that # 2 L1loc(M;QG;G), and
since
R
# dA can be computed pathwise without involving the ltrations, we get that
# 2 Lsm(Y; QG;G) and thus the proof is complete.
4. Martingale representation theorems for initially enlarged ltrations
In this section we transfer martingale representation theorems from F to the initially
enlarged ltration G. For this purpose we suppose throughout this section that the
following representation property holds with respect to S 2H2loc(QF; F):
Assumption 4.1 (F-repr.). For any F 2L1(FT ); there exists 2L2(S; QF; F) such
that
F = EQF [F] +
Z T
0
s dSs:
Remark. Note that Assumption 4.1 (F-repr.) is equivalent to the assumption that all
local (QF; F)-martingales can be written as stochastic integrals with respect to S (see
e.g. Theorem 13:4 of He et al. (1992)).
Theorem 4.2. Suppose Assumption 2:1 (equiv.) and Assumption 4:1 (F-repr.) are
satised.
1. For any K 2H2(QG;G); there exists then  2 L2(S; QG;G) such that
Kt = K0 +
Z t
0
 s dSs; t 2 [0; T ]:
2. For any K 2 Mloc(QG;G); there exists then a process  2 L1loc(S; QG;G) such
that
Kt = K0 +
Z t
0
 s dSs; t 2 [0; T ]:
Proof. To prove the rst claim it is obviously sucient to show that any random
variable H in L2(QG;GT ) is of the form
H = EQG [H jG0] +
Z T
0
 s dSs
for some  2L2(S; QG;G). Since GT =FT _ (G), Theorem IV. 3:5:1 of Malliavin
(1995) implies that
V :=
(
h 2 L1(GT ): h=
mX
i=1
figi with fi 2 L1(FT ); gi 2 L1((G)); m 2 N
)
is dense in L2(QG;GT). Thus, there exists a sequence (hn)n2N=(
Pm(n)
i=1 F
i;nGi;n)n2N in
V , with Fi;n 2 L1(FT ) and Gi;n 2 L1((G)), such that hn converges to H in L2(QG).
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Because of Assumption 4.1 (F-repr.), and since QF=QG on (
;FT ) by Theorem 3.1,
there exists i;n 2 L2(S; QG; F) such that
Fi;n = EQG [F
i;n] +
Z T
0
(i;ns )
 dSs: (10)
Since S is a local (QG; F)-martingale and thus a local (QG;G)-martingale by
Theorem 3.2, Proposition 3.4 implies that the value of the stochastic integral
R
(i;ns )
 dSs
is not changed when it is considered under G. By Corollary 7:1:13 of von Weizsacker
and Winkler (1990), we therefore get that
Gi;n
Z T
0
(i;ns )
 dSs =
Z T
0
Gi;n(i;ns )
 dSs; (11)
since S is a local (QG;G)-martingale and Gi;n is G0-measurable and bounded. The
independence of FT and G0 under QG yields
EQG [F
i;n]Gi;n = EQG [F
i;n jG0]Gi;n = EQG [Fi;nGi;n jG0]: (12)
By Eqs. (10){(12) we then obtain
hn =
m(n)X
i=1
Gi;n

EQG [F
i;n] +
Z T
0
(i;ns )
 dSs

= EQG [hn jG0] +
Z T
0
( ns )
 dSs; (13)
where  n :=
Pm(n)
i=1 G
i;ni;n is in L2(S; QG;G) due to the boundedness of Gi;n and since
i;n is in L2(S; QG;G). Since hn converges in L2(QG) to H; EQG [hn jG0] converges to
EQG [H jG0] in L2(QG) and thus Eq. (13) yields that
R T
0 (
n
s )
 dSs converges in L2(QG)
as well. Since each component of S is in H2loc(Q
G;G), and since the mapping # 7!R
# dS is an isometry from (L2(S; QG;G); k  kL2(S;QG ;G)) to (H2(QG;G); k  kH2(QG ;G)),
the space of stochastic integralsZ T
0
#s dSs: # 2 L2(S; QG;G)

;
is closed in L2(QG). This implies the existence of some process  2 L2(S; QG;G) such
that
R T
0 ( 
n
s )
 dSs converges to
R T
0  

s dSs in L
2(QG). Hence, Eq. (13) yields
H = lim
n!1

EQG [hn jG0] +
Z T
0
( ns )
 dSs

= EQG [H jG0] +
Z T
0
 s dSs
and thus the rst claim. Because of the right-continuity of G the usual localization
arguments yield the second claim.
The preceding theorem is the key tool for the solution to the insider’s utility maxi-
mization problem in the next section. Before we do this we prove a martingale repre-
sentation theorem with respect to G and the original probability measure P, and thus
extend a result of Pikovsky (1997). For this we make the following assumption on S:
Assumption 4.3 (cont.). The (P; F)-semimartingale S is continuous and can be
written as
S =M +
Z
dhM i; (14)
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where M is a d-dimensional continuous local (P; F)-martingale and  is a d-dimensional
process in L1loc(M;P; F).
Remark. The assumption on the form of the continuous (P; F)-semimartingale S in
Eq. (14) is related to the absence of arbitrage; see Delbaen and Schachermayer (1995)
for details.
Applying Theoreme 2:1 of Jacod (1985) and Lemma 2:8 of Amendinger et al. (1998)
to M from Assumption 4.3 (cont.) yields the existence of a P(F) ⊗ X-measurable
function (!; t; x) 7! xt (!) such that
eM :=M − Z dhM iG
is a d-dimensional continuous local (P;G)-martingale. We now make a mild integra-
bility condition on .
Assumption 4.4 (int. x). For all x 2 X; the process x is in L1loc(M;P; F).
Lemma 4.5. 1. If Assumption 4:1 (F-repr.) and Assumption 4:3 (cont.) are satised;
then for t 2 [0; T ]
ZFt = E

−
Z
s dMs

t
: (15)
2. If Assumption 2:1 (equiv.); Assumption 4:1 (F-repr.) Assumption 4:3 (cont.) and
Assumption 4:4 (int: x) are satised; then for t 2 [0; T ]
1
pGt
= E

−
Z
(Gs )
 d eMs
t
; (16)
ZGt =
ZFt
pGt
= E

−
Z
(s + Gs )
 d eMs
t
: (17)
Proof. The proof of the rst claim simply consists of writing the strictly positive
(QF; F)-martingale 1=ZF as a stochastic exponential, using Assumption 4.1 (F-repr.) and
then applying Ito^’s lemma to the continuous local (P;G)-martingale ZFSi; i=1; : : : ; d.
For the second claim, let x 2 X . Since px is a strictly positive (P; F)-martingale,
px=ZF is a strictly positive (QF; F)-martingale. Because of Assumption 4.1 (F-repr.)
there exists a process x 2 L1loc(S; QF; F) such that px=ZF=E(
R
(x)dS). By Assump-
tion 4.3 (cont.) Yor’s formula therefore implies
px = E
Z
(x) dS −
Z
 dM −
Z
(x) dhM i

= E
Z
(x − ) dM

:
On the other hand, because of Assumption 2.1 (equiv.) and Assumption 4.4 (int. x)
Proposition 2:9 of Amendinger et al. (1998) can be applied to obtain that
px = E
Z
(x) dM + Nx

;
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where Nx is a local (P; F)-martingale with Nx0 =0 and orthogonal to M . The uniqueness
of the stochastic exponential thus implies thatZ
(x − ) dM =
Z
(x) dM + Nx: (18)
Taking the covariation of both sides with respect to Nx, we obtain by the orthogonality
of M and Nx that 0 = [Nx]. Moreover, by Assumption 4.3 (cont.) and Eq. (18) Nx
is continuous. Hence, Nx is a continuous local (P; F)-martingale of nite variation and
thus vanishes. We therefore obtain that
px = E
Z
(x) dM

:
Corollary 2:10 of Amendinger et al. (1998) therefore yields Eq. (16). Since ZF=pG is a
(P;G)-martingale by Theorem 3.1, we get the rst equality in Eq. (17). Yor’s formula
nally implies the second equality in Eq. (17).
We now show a martingale representation theorem for local (P;G)-martingales with
respect to the continuous (P;G)-martingale eM .
Theorem 4.6. Suppose Assumptions 2:1 (equiv.); 4:1 (F-repr.), 4:3 (cont.) and 4:4
(int: x) are satised. For any K 2 Mloc(P;G); there exists then ~ 2 L1loc( eM;P;G)
such that
Kt = K0 +
Z t
0
~ 

s d eMs; t 2 [0; T ]: (19)
Proof. Since K2Mloc(P;G), we have that K=ZG2Mloc(QG;G), and thus Theorem 4.2
implies that for all t 2 [0; T ],
Kt
ZGt
= K0 +
Z t
0
 s dSs
for some process  in L1loc(S; Q
G;G). Ito^’s lemma therefore yields for t 2 [0; T ]
dKt = d

ZG
K
ZG

t
= ZGt  

t dSt +

K0 +
Z t
0
 s dSs

dZGt + d
Z
  dS; ZG

t
:
Since dS = d eM + dhM i(+ G) and ZG =E(− R (+ G) d eM) by Eq. (17), we thus
obtain
dKt = ZGt

 t −

K0 +
Z t
0
 s dSs

(t + Gt )

d eMt:
With ~ :=ZG( − (K0 +
R
  dS)(+G)), we therefore obtain Eq. (19). The integra-
bility property of ~ follows from the same condition for  , the continuity of ZG and
S and the integrability assumptions on  and G.
Remark. Let us now recall the extended martingale representation theorem of Pikovsky
(1997) and compare it to our result. Pikovsky (1997) starts with the natural ltration
FW of a d-dimensional (P; FW )-Brownian motion W and then considers the initially en-
larged ltration G=(Gt)t2[0;T ]=(FWt _(G))t2[0;T ], where G is a Gaussian random vari-
able plus an independent noise term. This corresponds to choosing S=W and ZF  1.
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Note that because of the independent noise term in G, Assumption 2.1 (equiv.) is
satised. For the (P;G)-Brownian motion eW from the canonical decomposition of
W with respect to (P;G), Pikovsky (1997) then shows (by using the Gaussian form
of G) that
GT =F
eW
t _ (G); t 2 [0; T ]:
Hence, GT is decoupled into the -algebras FeWT and (G) which are independent under
P, since eW is a (P;G)-Brownian motion. Pikovsky (1997) then applies the classical
martingale representation theorem on (P; FeW ) to prove the martingale representation on
(P;G). In other words, while Pikovsky (1997) rewrites GT such that it is decoupled
into two -algebras independent under the original measure P, we make a change of
probability measure to QG that decouples. FT and (G) and then return to the original
probability measure P. Since our method does not rely on the exact form of G as long
as it satises Assumption 2.1 (equiv.) it extends the result of Pikovsky (1997) to a
wider class of initially enlarged ltrations.
5. An application: insider trading in a complete market
In this section we consider two types of investors on dierent information levels
trading in a nancial market. The uncertainty of the market is described by our given
probability space (
;F; P). We assume that the nancial market | described by the
d-dimensional stochastic process S | is free of arbitrage and complete for the investor
with the public information ow F (ordinary investor) in the following sense: S is a
local (QF; F)-martingale, and any bounded FT -measurable random variable can be writ-
ten as a sum of a constant and a stochastic integral with respect to S, i.e. Assumption
4.1 (F-repr.). While the ordinary investor’s information ow is modelled by F, the in-
sider has in addition to F some extra information. The insider’s additional information
consists of the knowledge at time 0 of the outcome of some F-measurable random
variable G. For instance, G might be the price of a stock at time T distorted by some
noise. Technically, G is as in the preceding sections an F-measurable random variable
with values in a Polish space (X;X), and then the insider’s information ow is mod-
elled by the initially enlarged ltration G=(Gt)t2[0;T ] with Gt =Ft _ (G); t 2 [0; T ].
We suppose that the random variable G describing the insider’s additional information
satises Assumption 2.1 (equiv.).
Remark. Note that Assumption 2.1 (equiv.) is sucient to place the insider in a com-
plete market that is free of arbitrage, too. Indeed, the existence of an equivalent local
F-martingale measure for S combined with Assumption 2.1 (equiv.) ensures the exis-
tence of an equivalent local G-martingale measure for S (\absence of arbitrage"); see
Theorem 3.2. Moreover, as we showed in Theorem 4.2, any local (QG;G)-martingale
can then be written as a sum of a G0-measurable random variable and a stochastic
integral with respect to S (\complete").
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To introduce the investors’ optimization problems, let H 2 fF;Gg denote a generic
ltration. An H-trading strategy with consumption is a pair (#; c), where
1. #= (#t)t2[0;T ] 2 L1loc(S; QH;H) is an Rd-valued H-predictable process, and
2. c = (ct)t2[0;T ] is a real-valued nonnegative H-adapted RCLL process such thatR T
0 ct dt <1 P-a.s.
#it describes the number of shares of asset i in the portfolio at time t. c stands for the
discounted consumption rate. For the nonnegative initial wealth v0 2 L1(P;H0) and an
H-trading strategy with consumption (#; c), the discounted wealth process V (v0; #; c)
is dened by V0(v0; #; c) = v0 and
Vt(v0; #; c) = v0 +
Z t
0
#s dSs −
Z t
0
cs ds for t 2 [0; T ]: (20)
While the ordinary investor’s initial wealth is assumed to be constant (because F0 is
trivial), we allow for nonconstant initial wealth for the insider. Because v0 is in this
case measurable with respect to G0, we can write the initial wealth as v0=g(G), where
g is a nonnegative Borel-measurable function. This makes it possible to consider more
general situations; for instance, suppose the insider is a stock trader in an investment
bank and his boss provides him with an amount g(G) that depends on his knowledge
(the type of information G and the outcome G(!)) and the boss’ trust in=judgement
about him (by the choice of g).
We now introduce the concept of utility functions. A function U : (0;1) ! R is
called utility function, if
1. U is strictly increasing, strictly concave, continuously dierentiable, and
2. U 0(0+) = limx!0+U 0(x) =1 and U 0(1) = limx!1U 0(x) = 0 (Inada conditions).
We shall denote by I the (continuous, strictly decreasing) inverse of U 0; this function
maps (0;1) onto itself and satises I(0+) =1; I(1) = 0. Furthermore, we have for
all y> 0 and x>0
U (I(y))>U (x) + y(I(y)− x): (21)
The investors’ goal is then to maximize their utility from both consumption and ter-
minal wealth by using trading strategies with consumption in the class of admissible
H-trading strategies with consumption, dened by
AH(v0) :=
(
(#; c): (#; c) is an H-trading strategy with consumption such
that Vt(v0; #; c)>0 P-a:s for all t 2 [0; T ]; and P-a:s:
E
Z T
0
U−1 (ct) dt + (1− )U−2 (VT (v0; #; c))
H0<1
)
;
where  2 [0; 1] is a xed constant and U1; U2 are given utility functions. Dene
J (v0; #; c) :=E
Z T
0
U1(ct) dt + (1− )U2(VT (v0; #; c))
H0
and let the initial wealth v0 2 L1(P;H0) be given. Each investor’s optimization problem
is then to maximize J (v0; #; c) over all (#; c) 2AH(v0). More precisely, for the given
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nonnegative constant initial wealth v0, the ordinary investor’s optimization problem is
to solve:
sup
(#; c)2AF(v0)
J (v0; #; c):
For the given nonnegative initial wealth v0 2 L1(P;G0), the insider’s optimization
problem is to solve:
ess sup
(#; c)2AG(v0)
J (v0; #; c):
For the ordinary investor’s part, we have now placed ourselves in the classical frame-
work of a complete market that is free of arbitrage (see e.g. Karatzas et al. (1987), Cox
and Huang (1989), Karatzas and Shreve (1998), Korn (1998)). We therefore focus on
the insider’s optimization problem. The solution to this problem consists of combining
the classical methods with the martingale representation Theorem 4.2 and of resolving
a measurability problem for the so-called Lagrange multiplier. For its formulation, let
I1 and I2 denote the inverses of U 01 and U
0
2, respectively.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose Assumptions 2:1 (equiv.) and 4:1 (F-repr.) are satised. If
there exists a G0-measurable random variable ^ 2 (0;1) (\the Lagrange multiplier")
satisfying
E
"Z T
0
ZGt I1
 
^

ZGt
!
dt + ZGT I2
 
^
1− Z
G
T
!G0
#
= v0; (22)
then there exists a solution to the insider’s optimization problem. The optimal dis-
counted consumption rate and the optimal terminal wealth are given by
coptt = I1
 
^

ZGt
!
; t 2 [0; T ] and H opt = I2
 
^
1− Z
G
T
!
and there exists a G-trading strategy #opt such that (#opt ; copt) is in AG(v0) and
VT (v0; #opt ; copt) = H opt :
Proof. For any trading strategy with consumption (#; c) 2AG(v0) we get by inequality
(21) that
E
Z T
0
U1(c
opt
t ) dt + (1− )U2(H opt)
G0
>E
Z T
0
U1(ct) dt + (1− )U2(VT (v0; #; c))
G0
+E
Z T
0
ZGt (c
opt
t − ct) dt + ZGT (H opt − VT (v0; #; c))
G0 ;
since  is G0-measurable. Since S is a local (QG;G)-martingale, we obtain that
V (v0; #; c) +
Z
ct dt = v0 +
Z
#t dSt
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is a nonnegative local (QG;G)-martingale, and thus a (QG;G)-supermartingale by
Fatou’s lemma. Since ZG0 = 1, Proposition 1:46 of Jacod (1979) therefore implies
EQG
Z T
0
ct dt + VT (v0; #; c)
G0= E Z T
0
ZGt ct dt + Z
G
T VT (v0; #; c)
G06v0:
By Eq. (22) we then get
E
Z T
0
U1(c
opt
t ) dt + (1− )U2(H opt)
G0
>E
Z T
0
U1(ct) dt + (1− )U2(VT (v0; #; c))
G0 :
Therefore we only need to nd a G-trading strategy #opt such that (#opt ; copt) 2AG(v0)
and VT (v0; #opt ; copt)=H opt. Since EQG [v0]=E[v0]<1, the process v=(vt)t2[0;T ], where
vt :=EQG
Z T
0
copts ds+ H
opt
Gt ; t 2 [0; T ];
is well-dened and v is a (QG;G)-martingale. By the martingale representation
Theorem 4.2, we get the existence of #opt 2 L1loc(S; QG;G) such that for all t 2 [0; T ],
vt = EQG
Z T
0
copts ds+ H
opt
G0+ Z t
0
(#opts )
 dSs
= E
Z T
0
ZGt c
opt
t dt + Z
G
T H
opt
G0+ Z t
0
(#opts )
 dSs
= v0 +
Z t
0
(#opts )
 dSs;
since ZG0 =1 and since ^ satises Eq. (22). Identify v−
R
copts ds as the wealth process
V (v0; #opt ; copt), and note that VT (v0; #opt ; copt) = H opt and that (#opt ; copt) 2 AG(v0),
since copt and H opt are nonnegative and the required integrability conditions are satised
due to an easy application of the inequality (21).
The following lemma gives a sucient condition for the existence of a G0-measurable
random variable ^ (\the Lagrange multiplier") satisfying Eq. (22). For this we dene
for each ! 2 
 the function 	!: (0;1)! (0;1] by
	!() := E
Z T
0
ZGt I1



ZGt

dt + ZGT I2


1− Z
G
t
G0 (!)
=
Z
D[0; T ]
Z T
0
z(t)I1

z(t)


dt + z(T )I2

z(T )
1− 

P[ZG 2 dz jG0](!);
where D[0; T ] denotes the Skorohod space and P[ZG 2 dz jG0](!) the marginal dis-
tribution of the regular conditional distribution of ZG given G0.
Lemma 5.2. If for P-a:a: ! 2 
 the functions 	! are nite; then there exists a
G0-measurable ^ 2 (0;1) that satises Eq. (22).
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Proof. 1. Since I1 and I2 are strictly decreasing and ZG> 0, monotone convergence
implies that for all ! 2 
 the functions 	! are strictly decreasing and | owing to
the Inada conditions |
lim
!1
	!() = 0 and lim
!0+
	!() =1:
2. Fix ! 2 
 n N with P[N ] = 0 such that 	! is nite. Let > 0 and (n)n2N
be a sequence such that n % > 0, where without loss of generality n>> 0. For
strictly positive z 2 D[0; T ], we have
sup
n2N
I1

n

z(t)

6I1



z(t)

and sup
n2N
I2

n
1− z(T )

6I2


1− z(T )

;
since I1 and I2 are strictly decreasing. By assumption 	!()<1, and thus dominated
convergence implies
lim
n!1	!(n) =	!()
because of the continuity of I1 and I2. This proves the left-continuity of 	!. For the
right-continuity, let n & > 0. Because of the monotonicity of I1 and I2, we have
for strictly positive z 2 D[0; T ] that
sup
n2N
I1

n

z(t)

6I1



z(t)

and sup
n2N
I2

n
1− z(T )

6I2


1− z(T )

and hence dominated convergence implies the right-continuity of 	!.
3. Since G0 contains all P-null sets, we can assume that for all ! 2 
 the functions
	! are continuous. Hence, the rst part of the proof implies for all ! 2 
 that
v0(!) 2 f	!():  2 (0;1)g:
Lemma 1 of Benes (1970) implies therefore the existence of a G0-measurable ^ such
that for all ! 2 
,
	!(^(!)) = v0(!):
Remarks. 1. Note that for > 0;
R
	!()P(d!)<1 implies that 	!()<1 for
P-a.a. ! 2 
. Thus, the classical assumption (see, e.g. Assumptions (4:8); (5:6) of
Karatzas et al. (1987) or Assumption 3:6:1 of Karatzas and Shreve (1998), respec-
tively) for the existence of the Lagrange multiplier corresponds to our assumption in
Lemma 5.2. For direct assumptions on the utility functions such that
R
	!()P(d!)<1
for all > 0, we refer to Remark 3:6:9 of Karatzas and Shreve (1998).
2. In an equilibrium model with agents having heterogeneous endowments and in-
formation, Pikovsky (1997) rst considers each agent’s problem of maximizing the
expected value of utility from consumption. However, the fact that G0 is not trivial
was overlooked when the extended martingale representation theorem was applied in
Proposition 5:4 of Pikovsky (1997). Accordingly, \life was made easy" and the mea-
surability problem of the Lagrange multiplier did not come up there | a problem that
is, to the best of our knowledge, inevitable in a correct application of the martingale
representation theorem over an initially enlarged ltration.
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3. Grorud and Pontier (1998) solve the insider’s optimization problem in a Brownian
framework. However, their approach dealing with the measurability problem of the
Lagrange multiplier seems ad hoc and is not clear.
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Appendix A
A.1. Remarks to Lemma 2.2
1. Note that Lemme 1:8 of Jacod (1985) slightly diers from our formulation. To
explain this, let us introduce the following notation:bFs+ := \
>0
(Fs+ ⊗X); s 2 [0; T ] and bFT+ := ( bFs+)s2[0; T ]:
Lemme 1:8 of Jacod (1985) then states that (!; t; x) 7! pxt (!) is measurable with
respect to O(F^T+), i.e. with respect to a -eld containing O(FT+)⊗X=O(F)⊗X; see
(1:7) of Jacod (1985). Since for all x 2 X; (pxt )t2[0;T ] is an RCLL F-adapted process
and thus F-optional, Proposition 3 and the subsequent remark of Stricker and Yor
(1978) imply the existence of a version ~p of (pxt )t2[0;T ]; x 2 X; such that (!; t; x) 7!
~pxt (!) is O(F)⊗X-measurable. This justies our formulation.
2. If Assumption 2:1 (equiv.) is satised, a careful study of the proof of Lemme 1:8
of Jacod (1985) shows that the function (!; t; x) 7! pxt (!) can be chosen to be strictly
positive.
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